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The benefits of strict climate policies are often underestimated in public debate, while the costs are generally overestimated, says Lucas Bretschger. Climate protection does not have a negative ...
Expert: Climate protection policy does not have a negative economic impact
Climate change could cause the world could lose 10% of its total economic value by 2050, says the Swiss Re Institute.
5 nations most vulnerable to economic shock from climate change
Philosopher Todd Dufresne has written a three-part lecture series for IDEAS, entitled: Climate Change and the Unborn Future: Capitalism, Philosophy, and Pandemic Politics. He argues that the way we ...
The Unborn Future: How climate change is driven by economics
What does it Mean? We have designed a linear, extractive economy: we take resources, make them into products, use them, and discard them. The focus is not on making things durable, but on selling more ...
Climate Solutions: Moving towards a circular economy — a regenerative approach
But Oxfam International says 2021 "could be a turning point if governments grasp the challenge to create a safer more liveable planet for all." New research by global insurance giant Swiss RE warns ...
Economic Devastation From Climate Crisis Like Two Covid-19 Pandemics Per Year by 2050: Analysis
A sound understanding of the economics of climate change is needed in order to underpin an effective global response to this challenge. The Stern Review is an independent, rigourous and comprehensive ...
The Economics of Climate Change
BlackRock will acquire and integrate business and technology consultant Baringa's climate-change scenario model into its own climate-risk capability. The money management firm entered a definitive ...
BlackRock to integrate Baringa's climate modeling into its Aladdin platform
Robeco Institutional Asset Management BV will soon start pressuring Australia to phase out its reliance on coal and other natural resources, as money managers slowly begin targeting governments over ...
A $213 Billion Investor Targets Whole Nation Over Climate Change
Climate change is profoundly altering our world in ways that pose major risks to human societies and natural systems. We have entered the Climate Casino and ...
The Climate Casino: Risk, Uncertainty, and Economics for a Warming World
In Senate Finance testimony, Treasury Sec. Janet Yellen said four major things predate the pandemic but have grown worse, and they're not healthy.
4 unhealthy aspects of the current US economy, according to Janet Yellen
As the G7 Summit closes, how can policy makers ensure the B3W Partnership and other climate announcements achieve real impact?
What Will Bridge The Gap Between G7 Climate Ambitions And Action?
The world’s biggest carbon emitter has pledged to start reducing emissions by 2030 and reach net-zero emissions by 2060. But for now, Beijing is prioritizing economic growth.
China Tempers Climate Change Efforts After Economic Officials Limit Scope
Nordhaus is attempting to frame the problems of climate change — taxes, individual ethics, corporate responsibility — and coming up with solutions.
Nobel winner’s evolution from ‘dark realist’ to just plain realist on climate change
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CEOs at the powerful Business Roundtable, investor groups and mostly Democratic lawmakers told the Securities and Exchange Commission they'd ...
CEOs want SEC climate reporting separate from earnings but concede new rules are likely
Veerabhadran Ramanathan, a renowned climate and atmospheric scientist at Scripps Institution of Oceanography at UC San Diego, will receive the Blue Planet Prize, the international environmental award ...
Scripps Oceanography Climate Scientist Awarded Prestigious Global Prize
Transforming how the world generates energy will happen quicker than fossil fuel companies expect, take longer than environmentalists want, and require more compromises than anyone anticipates.
Tomlinson: US natural gas exports necessary to fight climate change
The MSc in Economic Policy will provide students with a grounding in contemporary aspects of economic policy design and implementation and equip them to engage confidently in evidence-based economic ...
Trinity and ESRI launch MSc in Economic Policy for policy makers
The authors of a new report, the Hamburg Climate Futures Outlook, suggest societal transformation isn't happening fast enough. At current rates of reform, deep decarbonization by 2050 isn't plausible.
Social support required for deep climate decarbonization by 2050, study finds
China’s economic planners have wrested control over climate policy from bureaucrats in the environmental department, potentially jeopardizing efforts to meet emissions pledges made by Xi Jinping ...
China’s Top Officials Clash Over Environment and Economics
What drives the feasibility of climate scenarios commonly reviewed by organizations like the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)? And can they actually be extrapolated to the real world?
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